
HALLOWEEN EARRINGS 
 
Tango Spice Pumpkin Earrings  
 
Please ask for free pattern 
We used 3 3mm fire-polished beads 
instead of 5 2mm fire-polished beads. 
 
 
CzechMates Crescent Earrings  
 
Please ask for free pattern 
We used 6mm bead caps (MEC68) and 
10mm bead caps (MEC5) 
 

 
Halloween Swarovski Skull Earrings 
 
2x 13mm Swarovski skulls (5750) 
2.4m 2mm link curb chain (C9-2) 
4 4.5mm Jump rings (JF17) 
2 eyepins (JF80) 
1 pair fish hook earrings (JF57) 
 
For each earring cut 20 pieces of chain between 5 to 7 cms each.  Pass 
the jump ring through the top link of 5 pieces of chain and attach to the 
loop of an eyepin.  Repeat with the rest of the chains and thread on an 
eyepin.  Add the skull and make a loop to attach the earring finding. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dangly Metal Skull Earrings 
 
2 each 3mm, 4mm and 6mm bicones or fire-polished beads 
2 metal skull charms (MEP70) 
20 cms 2mm link curb chain (C9-2) 
5 4.5mm jump rings (JF17) 
1 pair stud earring findings (JF21/65) 
 
For each earring cut a 1, 2, 3 and 4cm length of chain.  Use jump rings to attach the skull pendant to the longest piece of 
chain and attach the beads in size order (smallest bead on shortest chain). Attach the other end of the chains to the last 
jump ring and connect this to the earring finding.   
 



HALLOWEEN BRACELETS AND EARRINGS 
 
Crackle Bead and Charm Bracelet 
 
12 10mm crystal/jet crackle beads (CGB10) 
6 6mm dark grey Czech pearls (GPR6) 
3 16x10mm skull pendants (MEP70) 
2 18x14.5mm scroll charms (MEP67) 
24 6mm bead caps (MEC69) 
30 cms Tiger tail (TT2) 
15 3.2 mm silver beads (M12) 
11  9mm jump rings (JF14) 
6 headpins (JF18) 
2 crimp beads (JF79) 
Toggle clasp (MEC18) 
 
Thread each of the pearls on a headpin and make a loop. 
Attach each charm to a large jump ring. Thread a crimp 
bead on the tiger tail and add a crimp bead to make the end 
loop before threading on 2 silver beads.  Then add a bead   
cap, crackle bead, another beadcap and a silver bead and 
thread on a pearl dangle.  Continue this pattern adding  al-
ternating pearls and charms until you have used all the 
beads, ending with 2 silver beads.  Check the length and 
finish with a crimp bead.  Attach the toggle clasp with the 
jump rings.   
 
 
Dangly Czech Glass Bracelet & Earrings 
 
Bracelet 
 
16 8mm neon lime beads (GP10-91) 
16 8mm neon tangerine beads (GP10-93) 
64 4mm black beads (GP3-6) 
32 headpins (JF18-5) 
1 jump ring (JF16-5) 
1 jump ring (JF17-5) 
1 large lobster clasp (JF84A-5) 
20 cms black chain (C6-6) 
 
Make a dangle by threading a black bead, neon bead and 
another black bead on a headpin and making a loop.  Make 
16 of each colour.  Leave 2 links and then attach them to 
every other link of the chain, alternating the side you attach 
them to.  Check for length and then cut the excess chain, 
leaving 2 links.  Use the small jump ring to add the lobster 
clasp to one side and attach the larger jump ring to the other 
side.  This makes a bracelet just over 20 cms long. 
 
Earrings: 
 
4 8mm neon lime beads (GP10-91) 
2 8mm neon tangerine beads (GP10-93 
8 4mm black beads (GP3-6) 
4 headpins (JF18-5) 
1 pair fish hook earrings (JF57-5) 
 
For each earring make a neon green dangle as before.  Cut the head off a headpin and 
make a loop and thread on the beads for an orange dangle.  Make a loop and attach it to 
the loop of the green dangle.  Make another loop at the top to attach it to the earring wire. 
 
Variation: 
 
For a necklace just use a longer length of chain and attach the dangles to the same side of 
the chain. 
 

 

 



HALLOWEEN BRACELETS AND EARRINGS 
 
 
Crackle Bead and Crystal Puffy Rondelle Bracelet 
and Earrings 
 
Bracelet: 
 
8 10mm orange crackle beads (GCB10) 
8 10mm peridot crackle beads (GCB10) 
16 4x6mm jet crystal puffy rondelles (CRB1) 
0.5mm or 1.00mm stretch elastic (S112C or S123C) 
 
Bracelet: String the beads on a length of stretch elastic, alter-
nating the colour of the crackle beads and stringing a crystal 
puffy rondelle in between.  Check the length and tie the stretch 
elastic to secure. 
 
Earrings: 
 
2 10mm orange crackle beads (GCB10) 
2 8mm peridot crackle beads (GCB10) 
2 6mm orange crackle beads (GCB10) 
6 jet crystal puffy rondelles (CRB1) 
2 gunmetal headpins (JF18) 
1 pair gunmetal fish hook earrings wires (JF57) 
 
For each earring: thread the crackle beads on in descending 
size with a crystal puffy rondelle in between, make a loop and 
attach it to the earring finding. 
 
Variation:  
 
Use Czech neon glass beads, wooden beads, pony beads and/
or pony skull beads or novelty beads for an easy bracelet. 
 

 
 
 
Novelty bead skull bracelets 
 
8 skull novelty beads mix (PBN-SB-M9A) 
16 4mm metal beads (M35-2) 
20 cms 4mm link cable chain (C6-2) 
8 headpins (JF18) 
9 4.5mm jump rings (JF17) 
6.5x5.5mm oval jump ring (JF105) 
12mm lobster clasp (JF84A) 
 
Make up the dangles by threading a metal bead, 
skull and another metal bead on a headpin and 
making a loop. Attach the dangles to every 4th link 
of the chain with a jump ring.  Check the length and 
add the clasp to one end using a round jump ring 
and the oval jump ring to one end. 
 
Variation:  
 
Add some neon beads or novelty pony beads to the 
middle chain link between the skulls. 

 


